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Introduction

In this chapter you can see some material of book I.Azaryev “Aerodynamic of a trike” dealing with 
tumble of a Hang Glider and trike. 

The tumble is very dangerous regime of flight. Let us to consider this regime of flight carefully. We 
can make some notices:

 Tumble begins always abruptly often without any reason.
 Time entering into the tumble is short.
 Angular velocity and accelerations was so great that is why pilot can’t opportunity to make 

advisable action.

Statistic shows the next variant of events:

1) The Hang Glider enters the tumble and rotates till earth. It is hard incidence and pilot can’t use 
a recovery parachute.

2) After the Hang Glider turning a frame of wing crashes (often cantilever behind a side unit). 
Further falling goes without order and a pilot have opportunity to use recovery system. 

3) The hang Glider turns on back and pilot follies on a wing. Further falling goes as dry leaf and 
pilot can use recovery system or parachute.

In the next chapter we consider aerodynamic of a Hang Glider’s wing and reasons of the tumble 
and requirement pilot’s action with this situation. 



10.3.1.Aerodynamics characteristics of a Hang Glider’s wing

The tumble is unusual regime of flight. It happens only with this kind of flying vehicle. Let us 
consider reasons of turning the Hang Glider. 

During rotation the angle of attack changes in interval -180° --+180°, that is why we consider 
aerodynamic characteristics hang glider’s wing in this interval. On fig.10.3.1-1 you can see 
coefficient Cl and Cd of trike. These characteristics were received by investigation special model of 
hang glider’s wing and whole wing in the large wind tunnel. 

Characteristics are given on a velocity coordinate system, in which the abscissa (x axis) is parallel 
to speed of airflow, and the ordinate (y axis) is perpendicular to the airflow. 

Fig. 10.3.1-1

Whole diapason angle of attack we can divide on three regions:

1. Region without stall: -20°< () <30°.
2. The stall regimes: -160°< ()<160° 
3. The regime of backward flow: -160°> () >160°. 

Region without stall 

This region is well known because it is region of operational flight regimes. Within diapason angle of 
attack ±15° wing is flowed without stall, curve Cl is linear dependence. Critical angle of attack is 
+26°.

The dependence Cd(angle of attack) is quadrate parabola. The dependence of longitudinal moment 
we consider later.



Region of stall airflow

This is region of absolute stall of airflow from upper () > 0 or lower ()< 0) surfaces. The wing 
flows as piece of plywood put across airflow. Aerodynamics forces load uniformly upon chord and 
span wise of wing. Characteristics change slowly. The drag is max when angle of attack is about 
90° and equal planar piece of plywood and lift is zero. All wings have the same characteristics in 
this region. Trike doesn’t use these regimes of airflow.



Backward flow 

This region is -160° < () >160°. The direction of airflow is backward and trailing edge became as 
leading edge. Sharp and flexible edge set stall and descending lift. In this occasion the large load 
acts on this week edge and it can crash easily. Hang Glider goes into this region with failed trying to 
make a loop.

In this occasion the large load acts on this week edge and it can crash easily. Hang Glider goes into 
this region with failed trying to make a loop.



10.3.2. Longitudinal moment

Let us consider a Hang Glider’s longitudinal moment fig.10.3.2-1curve Xcg=34% or fig.10.3.1-1.

When the Hang Glider is turning with negative angular velocity, angle of attack changes in diapason 
+180° - –180°. In this diapason angle of attack the longitudinal moment changes value and 
direction. 

Negative moment accelerates rotation and positive moment decelerates rotation. If value of 
negative moment more then value of positive moment then the negative angular velocity increases, 
if less then decreases. A dependence Cm() fig.10.3.2-1 (Xcg=34%), have large value on large 
positive angles of attack. It is very important for negative rotation the Hang Glider. 

The longitudinal moment depends upon reduction center of forces action on the Hang Glider. If 
reduction center changes it position then longitudinal moment changes. Usually reduction center 
coincidences with center of gravity. 

The Hang Glider is a flight vehicle with balance system of control. When a pilot changes his position 
relatively the wing then longitudinal moment changes and control moment appears. Compare with 
an aircraft the Hang Glider’s position center of gravity changes on large value. For example, light 
aircraft changes position the center of gravity in interval 25% — 30% of value of main aerodynamic 
chord of wing (MAC). The Trike changes position center of gravity in interval 10% — 45% of MAC 
and Hang Glider changes it in interval –5% —+60% of MAC. Let us consider influence position the 
center of gravity on longitudinal moment.

First of all we consider changes the longitudinal moment upon changes position the center of 
gravity along axis OX. 

Hord wise removing the center of gravity 

Hord wise removing the center of gravity Xcg takes place with control action. With small moving of a 
speed bar distance between the center of gravity and wing (Zcg) doesn’t change. On fig.10.3.2-1 
the curve (Xcg=34%) appropriates position the center gravity at middle velocity of flight, the curve 
(Xcg=10%) appropriates position the center of gravity at max velocity (a pilot pulls the speed bar 
min) and the curve (Xcg=60%) appropriates position center gravity at min velocity (a pilot pushes 
the speed bar max). It is the characteristic of the Trike T-2M. 

Fig.10.3.2-1.



At angle of attack 26grad. and Xcg=34% the longitudinal moment is zero (Cm=0). It is a balance 
velocity of flight. The Trike can fly with the free speed bar. Aerodynamic of a Hang Glider you can 
study in book I.Azaryev “Aerodynamic of a Trike”. Let us consider characteristic of the longitudinal 
moment at Xcg=34%.

If the Trike goes accidentally at large angle of attack (for example 30) with an unmovable speed 
bar the Trike will have large negative longitudinal moment. This negative longitudinal moment 
begins to rotate the Trike with negative angular velocity and angle of attack reduces. At balance 
angle of attack (16) where Cm=0 the Trike will have negative angular velocity and will reduce angle 
of attack. At <16 positive longitudinal moment will act on the Trike and it will reduce angular 
velocity. The longitudinal moment at Xcg=34% on <16 is favorable and tumble is impossible. 

For reducing velocity the pilot pushes the speed bar max and new position the center of gravity will 
the curve Xcg=60%. The negative longitudinal moment at decreases and positive longitudinal 
moment at 16 decreases too and becomes negative. If the Trike will make the previous moving 
negative angular velocity will increase and Trike will go at large angle of attack. The negative 
angular velocity will increase and Trike will rotate with large angular velocity. It is the tumble. 
Because moving the center of gravity is large the Trike has possibility to enter the tumble. 

When the pilot pulls the speed bar min position the center of gravity moves forward and it new 
position corresponds curve Xcg=10%. At this position the positive longitudinal moment at ° is large 
and Trike hasn’t reason to fall into the tumble.

Let us consider the reason such characteristic of the Hang Glider and Trike.

Removing center of gravity along axis OZ

A position center of gravity along axis OZ defines a low position of a pilot and changes little in flight. 
That low position only Trike and Hang Glider have. Others flight vehicle have position the center of 
gravity near a wing. 

Let us consider how this position influents on the longitudinal moment. For this purpose we consider 
the longitudinal moment at tree position the center of gravity along axis OZ.

- Zcg = -84% - ordinary scheme of a Hang Glider;

- Zcg = 0 - this position has aircraft;

- Zcg = +84% - some hypothetic flight vehicle with position center of gravity at top of a mast. 



Some hypothetic flight vehicle with position center of gravity at top of a This dependence were 
received by calculation and represented in fig. 10.3.2

Fig.10.3.2-2.

When Zcg moves upward, then curve Cm( moves in region positive value and rotate about two 
centers  =10°.

The longitudinal moment of the Hang Glider has a value with negative longitudinal moment more 
then positive one that is why the Hang Glider has precondition to have a negative rotation i.e. to fall 
into the tumble. 

The longitudinal moment of an aircraft (Zcg=0) has equal value with positive and negative 
longitudinal moment that is why an aircraft hasn’t precondition to fall into the tumble. A statistic 
show, that aircrafts hadn’t same accidents.

At last, hypothetic version, when the center of gravity is disposed on top of a mast. This flying 
vehicle will have longitudinal moment with positive moment more then longitudinal moment with 
negative that is why it will have precondition to rotation with positive angular velocity (nose upward).

It is important conclusion and it shows that the reason of rotation the Hang Glider with negative 
angular velocity is lower position the center of gravity.

Hang Glider without a mast 

Hang Gliders without the mast have good flight performance but it enter more often to tumble. Let 
us consider this scheme.

The Hang Glider without a mast has less drag and this reduce drag happens on large distance from 
the center of gravity. The drag of the mast gives additional positive longitudinal moment. When the 
mast was removed a negative longitudinal moment increases and precondition to tumble increases. 



As we know the longitudinal moment depends of position reduction center. The additional 
longitudinal moment of the mast is 0.004 relatively central unit of the Hang Glider’s wing. An auto 
stand measures usually longitudinal moment relatively the central unit of a Hang Glider that is why 
this measurement of longitudinal moment is wrong. 

Besides, (anti dive devices) changes its efficiency. It may be a reason of aggravation characteristic 
longitudinal moment stability.



10.3.3. Dynamic of a tumble

Let us consider condition a Hang Glider falling into the tumble and motion in the tumble. Statistic 
shows three main variant falling into the tumble:

1. Stalling in steep rising trajectory.
2. Meeting with a strong descending wind.
3. High velocity of flight.

Researching making by a Hang Glider’s simulator lets to study these variants falling into the tumble 
and prepare recommendation to pilot in this situation.

Stall on steep rising trajectory

It is frequent accident falling into the tumble that is why we consider this variant carefully.

Before making steep rising trajectory a pilot increases speed in descending and then pushes speed 
bar. The Hang Glider gets in steep rising trajectory and decreases velocity of flight and increases 
nose-up pitch. Some times the wing can take a vertical position. At large positive angle of attack 
the large negative longitudinal moment (see fig.10.3.2-1 Xcg=60%, pilot pushes a speed bar) 
begins to act on wing and wing begin to rotate with negative angular velocity. The angle of attack 
decreases and angular velocity increases. 

The angular velocity increases till a longitudinal moment became zero at balance angle of attack. 
Then the Hang Glider rotates toward small angle of attack where positive moment begins to act. 
This positive moment breaks the angular velocity. There are two variant further motions:

1. If the angular velocity is small and the positive moment is enough then the Hang Glider breaks 
rotation and begins come back on balance regime of flight. O.K. The tumble doesn’t happen. 

2. If the velocity of rotation is large and positive moment doesn’t enough for stopping rotation then 
Hang Glider goes on angle of attack with negative longitudinal moment. Negative velocity begins to 
increase and the Hang Glider gets through large positive angle of attack where the very large 
negative moment accelerates the negative angular velocity and the Hang Glider begins to rotate 
with large angular velocity.

Let us consider stages of the tumble, which happens in this case. 

The first stages is a nose-dive.

The nose-dive is an aperiodic nonsteady longitudinal rotation the Hang Glider with negative 
angular velocity, which happens when Hang Glider gets on large positive angle of attack. 
The nose-dive happens in a diapason angle of attack 0 -- 180.

The nose-dive rotation can stops or converts to the tumble. Let us notice that against rotation acts a 
damp moment, that is why the positive moment can be not so large for stopping the negative 
rotation and coming back on regime of normal flight. 

But if the velocity of rotation is large and pilot holds the speed bar push max (dependence 
Xcg=60% of fig.10.3.2-1) then the Hang Glider gets on negative angle of attack. In this case further 
motion of the Hang Glider depends of a pilot’s action and characteristics longitudinal moment at 
negative angle of attack. 



Natural pilot’s reaction on nose-dive is to push the speed bar is favorable on first stage of the nose-
dive rotation. In this case negative moment at large angles of attack reduce (see fig.10.3.2-1 
Xt=60%) and positive moment on small angle of attack increases. It is favorable for stopping 
rotation and coming back at normal regimes of flight.

If the pilot misses the time and the Hang Glider continues to downward the nose, then pilot must 
pull the speed bar. Positive moment at small positive and negative angle of attack increases (see 
fig.10.3-2-1, Xcg=10%) and the Hang Glider stops its rotation.

The second stage of the motion is the tumble.

The tumble is non control aperiodic nonsteady longitudinal rotation of the Hang Glider at 
negative angles of attack, which leads further to steady self rotation of the Hang Glider with 
large angular velocity.

Probability of the tumble depends of the characteristic longitudinal moment at negative angle of 
attack. If Cm<0 (it happens when the Hang Glider is without anti dive or the pilot push max the 
speed bar) then Hang Glider have possibility to fall into the tumble. For stopping rotation the pilot 
must pull speed bar min. and longitudinal moment became positive (see fig.10.2-1 Xcg=10%) and 
rotation will stop. 

The tumble take place in interval angle of attacks 0 -- 180. 

If the pilot can’t manages the Hang Glider then the Hang Glider goes in the stage of steady self-
rotation. This regime we can define as:

The steady self-rotation is non-control steady rotational longitudinal motion of the Hang 
Glider with large angular velocity.

The angular velocity of the Hang Glider is about 1 revolution per second.

Downward gust

The researches with the Hang Glider’s simulator shows that the downward gust doesn’t dangerous 
with correct control although these accidents took place in flight. The researches assume the next 
version of events.

The downward gust descents an angle of attack on value:  =ArcTg(Wy/V) 

For example, the abruptly downward gust Wz = 6м/с at velocity of flight 12 km/h gets to 
reduce the angle of attack on 26.5. If longitudinal moment on negative angles of attack is 
positive then the Hang Glider comes back on previous regime of flight with some lose of 
altitude.



But if a pilot pushes max the speed bar (Xcg=60%) and longitudinal moment becomes negative 
then the Hang Glider begins accelerates negative angular velocity and the tumble will happen.

Tumble at high velocity

It is seldom accidents but these events took place that is why we consider this regime of flight.

If a Hang Glider has small value Cmo (longitudinal moment where Cl=0) then this Hang Glider has 
a small stability at high velocity (at small angle of attack) and negative longitudinal moment at 
negative angles of attack. It can happen when pilot take away an anti dive device. If the pilot of 
such Hang Glider pulls carelessly the speed bar the Hang Glider can gets at negative longitudinal 
moment and begins to rotate and again we must remember that at high velocity value of the 
longitudinal moment is large and all actions come about quickly.

At fig.10.3.3-1 you can see dependence Cm() real trike T-X which failed into the tumble at high 
velocity in 1992. These characteristics were got by wind tunnel test the trike in the biggest wind
tunnel. 

Fig.10.3.3-1

You can see that this trike had satisfactory characteristics of the longitudinal moment at small 
velocity. The flight test vindicated these characteristics. At large velocity some flow disturbance can 
lead the Hang Glider into the tumble.



10.3.4. Pilot’s action in danger situation

Let us consider the pilot’s action in a steep rising trajectory.

At upper part of trajectory the hang glider hovers and velocity of flight decreases and angle of attack 
increases and lift decreases that is why the hang glider begin falls down. The pilot pushes the 
speed bar max as a gut reaction. This gut reaction is favorable for longitudinal moment, because 
center of gravity goes back and value of negative moment decreases (see fig 10.3.2-1 Xcg=60%).  
If negative moment decreases then angular acceleration decreases. When angular velocity stops 
then the pilot should pulls the speed bar and the hang glider goes in cruise velocity of flight.

If the hang glider doesn’t answer the speed bar and rotation doesn’t stop at small angle of attack 
the pilot should pulls min speed bar. The positive moment on small angles of attack increases (see 
fig 10.3.2-1 Xcg=10%) and revolution will stop. Then the pilot should push the speed bar in balance 
position (see fig.10.3.2-1 Xcg=34%). 

If the rotation doesn’t stop then the pilot should use a recovery system. 

If recovery system is absent then the pilot should pull min the speed bar and this action gets to 
increase a positive longitudinal moment at small angles of attack. This moment can stop the 
rotation.

If the time loosed and the hang glider took a vertical position then the pilot should pushes speed bar 
max and keep it in this position till the hang glider stops rotation. If rotation doesn’t stop the pilot 
should repeat control action.

Stages of the tumble and control actions of the pilot you can see on figure below.

These control actions are complex because large angular and linear accelerations act on the pilot. 
The pilot should train on special simulator his control action. 



Researches on hang glider and trike simulator show that this control actions can stop rotation in any 
stage of the tumble or self rotation of the hang glider but doesn’t useful for trike. The trike has more 
low-lying position the center of gravity and therefore larger negative longitudinal moment at large 
positive angles of attack and larger moment of inertia then the Hang Glider. Besides, the trike has 
less changes an Center of gravity and less control moment. 

This analyses shows:

The valid method escapes scatheless from the tumble is to avoid it. 


